Objectives: To determine the repeatability of knee joint impulsive loading measurements with skin-mounted accelerometers (SMAs) and lower limb surface electromyography (EMG) recordings during gait. Methods: Triaxial SMA and EMG from 4 muscles during level and stair walking in nine healthy and nine knee osteoarthritis (OA) subjects were used. The initial peak acceleration (IPA), root mean square (RMS), maximal acceleration transient rate (ATR max ) and mean EMG activity (EMGact) were calculated. The coefficient of variation (CV) and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) were calculated to measure repeatability. Results: The CV and ICC of RMS accelerations ranged from 4.9% to 10.9% and from 0.69 to 0.96 in both study groups during level walking. The CV and ICC of IPA and ATR max varied from 7.7% to 14.2% and from 0.85 to 0.99 during level and stairs up walking in healthy subjects. The CV and ICC of EMGact ranged from 8.3% to 31.7% and from 0.16 to 0.97 in both study groups. Conclusions: RMS accelerations exhibited good repeatability during walking in healthy and knee OA subjects. The repeatability of EMG measurements was acceptable in healthy subjects depending on the measured muscles.
Introduction
Gait analysis has clarified itself as an important tool in defining biomechanical factors that may affect the initiation and progression of pathological conditions, such as knee osteoarthritis (OA) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In knee OA, gait analysis has mainly focused on investigations into the actual joint moments based on inverse dynamics (e.g. joint moments), showing an increased external adduction knee moment [6] [7] [8] and a reduction in the peak knee flexion moment 7 in knee OA compared to healthy subjects. However, these techniques of gait analysis do not permit the assessment of impulsive loadings, which reflects a sudden and cyclic impact to the joint comparing to progressive joint loading and have also been claimed to serve as co-factors in the initiation and progression of knee OA 9, 10 . Skin-mounted accelerometers (SMAs) are used to evaluate gait-related movement patterns 11 , and have been shown to be a valid method to evaluate tibial acceleration 12 . SMAs are practical for use in clinical gait analysis, because they provide estimates of acceleration that may be used to evaluate knee joint impulsive loading in a non-invasive manner 13, 14 . SMAs have been used to investigate the possible differences between healthy and knee OA subjects 9, [14] [15] [16] . Radin et al. 9 reported that so-called pre-OA patients with intermittent activity-related knee pain demonstrated higher axial tibial acceleration, i.e. higher impacts at heel strike, than their healthy controls. Similarly, Turcot et al. 15 observed that the anterior-posterior acceleration of the knee is higher in OA subjects than in healthy ones. In their study, 12 knee OA patients (62±7 years) and 8 healthy subjects (66±7 years) were evaluated during treadmill walking task at comfortable and high speeds using a three-dimensional gait analyses 15 . The measurements
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of tibial and femoral linear accelerations and angular velocities were obtained with two triaxial accelerometers and gyroscopes during double-support and swing phase periods 15 . However, Henriksen et al. 16 and Liikavainio et al. 14 detected no difference in peak acceleration at heel strike between knee OA subjects and their healthy controls. In their study, Henriksen et al. 16 investigated 9 knee OA patients with mean age of 68 years and 10 healthy subjects with mean age of 61 years using a three-dimensional gait analyses. The impulse GRF was measured using two force platforms together with peak accelerations at the tibial tuberosity and sacrum using triaxial accelerometers at the heel strike period at a speed of 1.1 m/s 16 . SMAs have also been used to examine the influence of body mass index (BMI) on joint impulsive loading parameters (e.g. initial peak acceleration (IPA) and peak-topeak (PP) acceleration) in healthy and knee OA subjects 17 and following weight loss after bariatric surgery 18 . Overweight and obese subjects appear to load their lower extremity more than lean individuals on initial foot contact 17 , and knee accelerations demonstrate lower impulsive loadings in both axial and horizontal directions after weight loss 18 . SMA measurements must be reproducible if the collected gait data are to be used as an aid in diagnostics, treatment or rehabilitation. However, the reproducibility of acceleration measurements from SMAs attached to the level of the knee joint has only been evaluated in two studies during walking 13, 19 . Turcot et al. 19 demonstrated that the reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)) of maximal, minimal and range values as well as the root mean square acceleration (RMS) were greater than or equal to 0.75 in knee OA patients during treadmill walking at self-selected and accelerated speeds. Liikavainio et al. 13 reported that IPA and PP acceleration in the resultant axial and horizontal directions achieved good repeatability (CV<15%) during walking at self-selected and constant gait speeds in young healthy subjects. Although moving at the stairs is one of the most common daily living activities, the kinetics of stair walking has been only slightly investigated. It is very difficult to compare the results, because the experimental arrangements often differ each other regarding the inclination of the stairs, steps and test subjects. The reproducibility of acceleration measurements from SMAs attached to the level of the knee joint during stair walking in healthy subjects or in knee OA subjects has never been investigated. It is very important to study the repeatability of gait measurements during stair walking, because stair walking is a much more demanding task and requires more muscle strength than needed for level walking 20 . In addition, the gait asymmetry increases in stair ambulation, especially in stair descent 21 . In addition to SMAs, electromyography (EMG) measurements have also been used to evaluate possible compensatory mechanisms provided by a neuromuscular system in knee OA 14, 22 . Electromyography has been widely used over the past decades in investigating neuromuscular activation of the lower extremities during walking in healthy individuals [23] [24] [25] and in knee OA subjects 4, 14, 22, [26] [27] [28] . The reliability of surface EMG during level walking is generally well established in healthy subjects. Murley et al. investigated the reliability of surface EMG of the tibialis anterior and medial gastrocnemius, which displayed good to excellent relative reliability in young adults 29 . The reliability of surface EMG recordings was reasonable, as also shown by Kadaba et al. 24 . Jacobson et al. 30 also reported reasonable reproducibility for surface EMG of the vastus medialis and biceps femoris muscles during walking, and Bogey et al. 31 obtained good reliability for surface EMG from the soleus muscle in healthy subjects during level walking. However, as far as we are aware, there have been no published studies on the repeatability of surface EMG in stair walking in healthy subjects, and we found only one study on a knee OA population 22 . HubleyKozey et al. 22 investigated the test-retest reliability of surface EMG recordings by using principal pattern scores (PP scores) and co-contraction indices (CCIs) as parameters during walking at a self-selected gait speed. They reported good to excellent ICC (ICC 2,k ) values between test and retest for all amplitude and temporal knee muscle EMG characteristics from the lateral and medial gastrocnemius, vastus lateralis and medialis, rectus femoris, medial and lateral hamstring muscles 22 . Therefore, the purpose in this study was to investigate the repeatability of SMAs on the level of the knee joint in level walking and specially in stair walking at a constant gait speed in combination with simultaneous lower limb EMG measurements among healthy subjects and knee OA patients. Firstly, it was hypothesized that SMAs would provide a repeatable method for investigating accelerations during the early stance during level walking in healthy subjects and knee OA patients. Secondly, it was hypothesized, that SMAs would provide a repeatable method for investigating accelerations during the early stance in healthy subjects and knee OA patients during stair walking. Thirdly, it was hypothesized that EMG would be a repeatable method for investigating muscle (i.e. vastus medialis (VM), biceps femoris (BF), tibialis anterior (TA) and gastrocnemius medialis (GM)) activation during the gait cycle.
Materials and methods

Participants
Nine male knee OA patients (mean age 62.7±5.1 years; height 175.0±5.8 cm; body mass 82.4±9.9 kg; body mass index (BMI) 27.0±4.2 kg/m²) and nine young healthy subjects, both male (n=4) and female (n=5) (mean age 22.7±1.4 years; height 172.4±8.5 cm; body mass 65.7±11.0 kg; BMI 22.0±2.0 kg/m²), voluntarily participated in the study. The knee OA patients had experienced pain in the knee region within the previous month and radiographic OA changes had been indicated according to the clinical and radiographic criteria of the American College of Rheumatology 32 . The exclusion criteria for the knee OA patients and the healthy subjects are presented in Table 1 .
The self-reported disease-specific joint pain was assessed using the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities (WOMAC) Osteoarthritis Index (0-100 mm) 33 before the first testing session. Knee OA subjects had relatively low WOMAC scores for pain (20.7±17.6 mm (mean±SD)).
In knee OA subjects, standard anteroposterior weight-bearing radiographs were taken from both knees. The radiographs were evaluated by a blinded experienced radiologist using the Kellgren and Lawrence grading 34 , in which 0 denotes no OA and 4 refers to severe OA. For each patient, the knee with the highest radiographic OA score, or with clinical symptoms if scores were the same, was used for the analysis. According to the radiographic score and pain symptoms of the subjects, four of them had mild knee OA (KL 2), four had moderate knee OA (KL 3) and one subject had severe knee OA (KL 4).
Written consent after receiving detailed information on the study design for participation was obtained from each subject. The Ethics Committee of Kuopio University Hospital approved the study design.
Experimental arrangement
One calibrated triaxial piezoresistive SMA (Meac-x, Mega Electronics Ltd; Kuopio, Finland) was attached tightly to the skin on the medial surface of the proximal tibia at 20% of the distance between the medial malleolus and the medial knee joint space by using a 10-cm-wide adhesive bandage (Fixomull stretch) and straps 13, 14, 18 . The positive z-axis a z was aligned parallel to the straight limb and a x and a y axes were parallel to the horizontal directions. Two trained researchers attached the accelerometer tightly to the skin. At least one study has indicated that the same person does not need to conduct all testing sessions to obtain reliable results
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. The EMG was recorded according to SENIAM recommendations with bipolar surface Ag-AgCl electrodes (M-00-S, Medicotest A/S, Olstykke, Denmark) from the vastus medialis (VM), biceps femoris (BF), tibialis anterior (TA) and gastrocnemius medialis (GM) 35, 36 . The inter-electrode distance (IED) between the recording electrodes was 20 mm. Cross-talk between the muscles was presumed to have only minimal effects on EMG signals because of the relatively small IED 37 . Before the measurements, the skin area was well shaved and alcohol washed to ensure low inter-electrode impedance (<5 kΩ). All the electrode cables were placed under a bandage to avoid interference with the movement of the leg. The SMA and EMG data were collected using a 16-channel portable device (Biomonitor ME6000 ® T16, Mega Electronics Ltd; Kuopio, Finland), which was fixed with a belt onto each subject's back. The sampling frequency was 1000 Hz for both SMA and EMG. EMG signals were band-pass filtered with cut-off frequencies of 7 Hz and 500 Hz and amplified by the ME6000 system.
During the experiments, each subject wore tight-fitting spandex trousers and a shirt to facilitate the equipment installation and testing. The same and identical plain shoes without any dampers of the sole, but different size were used for all participants to avoid variations in the shoe absorption effect.
Gait analysis
All subjects walked both along a 15-m walkway and up and down a stairway. The subjects were given about five minutes for warm-up before the measurements to become familiar with the experimental protocol. The same test leader instructed the subjects and carefully carried out the testing procedure. The selfselected walking speed was measured with a pair of photocells in both sessions during level walking and walking up and down stairs. Subsequently, the subjects walked at constant gait speeds of 1.2 m/s and 0.5 m/s along the walkway and the main axis of the stairway (12 steps in total, 30° inclination and 26 cm step depth, 1.85 m stair width), respectively. These are reasonable estimates of the normal gait speed of this study group during both level and stair walking 21, 38 . The walkway trials were repeated until six successful measurements were obtained at 1.2 m/s speed. The stairway trials were repeated until three successful measurements were obtained at 0.5 m/s speed. A trial was succeed accepted if the speed was within ±5% of the target speed. The subjects were instructed to walk naturally at a steady speed and to adjust their speed if the target speed was not achieved. Stairwalking measurements for one healthy subject did not succeed because of technical problems resulting from the cable of the sensor malfunction during the measurement. This subject was omitted from the data analysis concerning stair walking. The walking speed was measured using a pair of photocells, which permitted the measurement of 3 gait cycles with 6 consecutive steps on the walkway and five consecutive gait cycles on the stairway for each subject. The trial order was randomized. The same test protocol was repeated after 2 weeks in order to assess the repeatability of the SMA and EMG measurements.
Data reduction and parameters
All data were further analysed with software based on MAT-LAB R2010a (Mathworks Inc.; MA, USA) developed by the Department of Applied Physics, University of Eastern Finland 13, 14, 18 . The analysed SMA parameters were the initial peak acceleration (IPA), the maximal acceleration transient rate (ATR max ) 13 and the root mean square acceleration (RMS) 19 ( Figure 1 ). IPA is defined as the peak acceleration following the initial foot contact, and ATR max is the steepest acceleration slope preceding the IPA. The RMS acceleration characterizes the effective mean acceleration over a certain time frame. In this study, the time frame was around the time point of IPA from -50 milliseconds to 300 milliseconds. It has been evaluated that from time point before the IPA until the midpoint of the stance phase of the gait cycle is the time period (from -50 milliseconds to 300 milliseconds) in which the variation of acceleration signal is the most plentiful. The aim was to capture the whole fluctuating acceleration signal around the time point of IPA to the one RMS parameter. The SMA parameters were determined for axial a z , resultant a r , and horizontal resultant a xy = a 2 x + a 2 y (ML and AP directions) accelerations 13 . The gravitational acceleration g was subtracted from the axial and resultant accelerations.
The mean EMG activation (EMGact; % of maximal motor unit activity) was calculated from the normalized EMG data 35 . All measured EMG signals were then full-wave rectified and averaged as the mean activity over a gait cycle. The EMG activity was normalized to the activation estimate of the EMG signal obtained during walking up stairs at 0.5 m/s. First, a 100% level for each muscle was determined separately, corresponding to the maximum for each muscle activation in the task of walking up stairs. Activation was defined from the EMG signal ensemble average, so that an average activation curve was first obtained, and the maximum value was then determined from this curve.
Statistical analysis
The mean and standard deviation (SD) were calculated. Twotailed paired t-tests for each parameter were performed to ensure that there was no systematic bias between test sessions 1 and 2 39 . The two-way random ICC model 19, 40 ICC 2,k was chosen to estimate the repeatability of acceleration and EMG measurements, because ICC 2,k takes into account both the systematic and random errors and could be generalized to other estimators 40 
.
Fleiss's suggestion of the criteria for clinical acceptability was that ICC< .40 demonstrates poor, .40 >ICC< .75 fair to good, and ICC> .75 an excellent reliability 41 . In this study, only ICC values greater than or equal to 0.75, which reflects the excellent reliability according to Fleiss, were accepted to indicate sufficient repeatability. In addition, the coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated, because it considers variation in the results among subjects in study population, using equation (1) 13 to measure repeatability. The repeatability was considered to be good if the CV was less than 15% 13, 42 . In this study, the repeatability was acceptable when the both ICC and CV together fulfilled the abovementioned terms. All statistical analyses were performed using MATLAB R2010a with Statistics Toolbox (Mathworks Inc.; MA, USA). # Values are mean ± SD. Abbreviations: n, number of subjects; SD, standard deviation; Acc, acceleration; g, gravitational acceleration; az, axial; ar, resultant acceleration; axy, horizontal resultant acceleration (mediolateral (ML) and anteroposterior (AP) directions); IPA, initial peak acceleration; RMS, root mean square acceleration; ATRmax, maximal acceleration transient rate; ICC2.k, 2-way random ICC model; CV, coefficient of variation. The repeatability was good if the ICC 2,k values were greater than or equal to 0.75 and CV values were less than 15%.
CV = 1 2N Σ (
where N is number of subjects and the standard deviation σ d 1 d 2 between measurement days 1 and 2, and
x d k is the mean of parameter X from all trials of the ith subject on day d k .
Results
The self-selected gait speeds were 1.41±0.17 m/s, 0.65±0.07 m/s and 0.73±0.11 m/s, respectively, during level walking and walking up and down stairs in the healthy group in the first test session. In the knee OA group in the first test session, the respective self-selected gait speeds were 1.39±0.19 m/s, 0.62±0.08 m/s and 0.66±0.09 m/s during level walking and walking up and down stairs. In general, the self-selected gait speeds did not differ between baseline and follow up measurements, but in OA subjects, the self-selected walking speed was slightly but significantly lower in walking up stairs in the second test session (data not shown).
All knee OA and healthy subjects completed the level walking trials at a constant gait speed of 1.2 m/s ± 5%, and 9 knee OA and 8 healthy subjects completed walking up and down stairs at a gait speed of 0.5 m/s ± 5%. Acceleration parameters, IPA, RMS and ATR max values in test and retest sessions, as well as CV and ICC values are presented in Tables 2 and 3 , respectively. The EMG parameter values from VM, BF, TA and GM muscles and CV and ICC values are presented in Table 4 .
Repeatability of SMAs
Healthy subjects RMS in the a z direction exhibited good test-retest repeatability according to both the CV (range, 4.9% to 13.8%) and ICC (range, 0.95 to 0.96) during level walking and walking up stairs. The ICC and CV of IPA in the a z were 0.94 to 0.98 and 7.7% to 14.2%, respectively, during level walking and walking up stairs, showing acceptable repeatability. The ICC and CV of ATR max in a z during level walking and walking up stairs, and in a r during walking up stairs were 0.85 to 0.99 and 10.8% to 13.2%, showing good repeatability. The ICC and CV of ATR max in a r during walking up stairs were good.
Knee OA subjects RMS parameters in a z and a r as well as a xy exhibited good test-retest repeatability according to both the CV (range 8.4% to 10.9%) and ICC (range 0.75 to 0.84) during level walking. In addition, the ICC and CV of the RMS in a xy were 0.74 to 0.79 and 8.3% to 10.1%, respectively, during stair walking. The repeatability of IPA in a xy during walking down stairs was good according to the ICC (0.76) and CV (14.1%). Table 4 . Surface EMG activation values in separate muscles and the ICC 2,k and CV between days during level walking at 1.2 m/s gait speed and walking up and down stairs at 0.5 m/s gait speed in healthy (n = 9) and knee OA subjects (n = 9). 
Healthy
Repeatability of EMG Healthy subjects
EMGact in VM and BF exhibited good repeatability according to both the CV (range 12.1% to 14.2%) and ICC (range 0.77 to 0.84) in level walking. EMGact in BF, TA and GM during walking up stairs achieved excellent repeatability according to both the CV (range 8.8% to 14.1%) and ICC (range 0.91 to 0.97). The repeatability of EMGact was poor during walking down stairs. Healthy group ensemble average waveforms for VM, BF, TA and GM muscles illustrate changes in EMG activity as an average over the entire gait cycle during level and stair walking at test and re-test sessions (Figure 2) .
Knee OA subjects
The ICC and CV of EMGact in GM were 0.94 and 10.2%, respectively, during level walking. The EMGact in TA exhibited good repeatability according to both the CV (13.4%) and ICC (0.77) in walking up stairs. Overall, the repeatability of EMGact during walking down stairs was not acceptable. Knee OA group ensemble average waveforms for VM, BF, TA and GM muscles illustrate changes in EMG activity as an average over the entire gait cycle during level and stair walking at test and re-test sessions (Figure 3 ).
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the repeatability of SMAs in measuring impulsive loading in level and stair walking at a constant gait speed in combination with simultaneous lower limb EMG measurements among healthy subjects and knee OA patients in clinical research. In healthy subjects, the test-retest repeatability of IPA, RMS and ATR max accelerations was acceptable in the axial direction during level walking and walking up stairs. In knee OA subjects, only the RMS accelerations during level walking exhibited good repeatability. The repeatability of accelerations during stair walking was not acceptable in knee OA subjects. The repeatability of EMG measurements was acceptable, depending on the measured muscle, during level and stair walking in healthy subjects, but not in knee OA subjects.
The results of our study are partly consistent with the findings of Liikavainio et al. 13 and Turcot et al. 19 , showing that the repeatability of the IPA and RMS is good, especially during level walking. Based on these above-mentioned studies and our study, it is apparent that RMS accelerations and IPA in different directions calculated from accelerometer data during level walking are reliable across testing sessions in healthy individuals, but only the RMS acceleration is reliable in knee OA subjects. Although the RMS value is relatively easy to use and it appears to be the most constant parameter, we have to take into account that it is not necessarily sensitive to large distinctive variations and might therefore underestimate the true impulsive loading rate. In addition, in knee OA patients, the RMS acceleration could overlook the effects of symptom variation between test and retest sessions, because the RMS is considered as a calculatory value. However, it seems that RMS parameter during level walking could best evaluate the possible group differences based on the higher absolute acceleration values of RMS parameter in knee OA subjects compared to healthy subjects and values of the reliability. In our view, peak accelerations, i.e. IPA, could have a greater potential to define the knee OA gait pattern, because they are more sensitive parameters, although they do not appear to be as stable as RMS acceleration. The peak accelerations are better able to observe the distinctive variations in acceleration, i.e. possible fluctuation in knee OA symptoms such as knee pain. This could be partly explained by a poor repeatability of peak accelerations in knee OA patients in our study. In addition, during stair walking, which is more demanding task compared to level walking, the fluctuation in knee OA symptoms could have affected even more a poor repeatability of accelerations. Liikavainio et al. 13 demonstrated that the reliability of ATR max parameters was generally not acceptable. In contrast, the repeatability of ATR max in a z was good in healthy subjects in the present study. However, because of the differences in the study population and protocol, no direct comparison can be made with results of this study.
There is no clear consensus on the best attachment site for SMAs close to the knee joint. Turcot et al. 19 found no significant differences in the reliability of acceleration between tibial and femoral segments. Liikavainio et al. 13 reported that the reliability of loading measurements (i.e. IPA and PP) below the knee was better compared to the corresponding SMA located above the knee. They concluded that the soft tissue beneath the SMA above the knee is obviously thicker, which might cause vibration and other soft tissue artefacts in the SMA sensor, causing variation in reliability 13 . In the present study, the acceleration was only measured in one location, below the knee joint, where the soft tissue thickness is generally small despite a possible high BMI 18 . The poor repeatability of IPA and ATR max in knee OA patients could partly be explained by the change in gait style provoked by knee pain, which might cause more vibration in the SMA sensor between testing sessions. Our results also showed that actual peak acceleration, i.e. IPA and ATR max values in knee OA patients were higher than in healthy ones. The higher impact loading could contribute a little vibration to the sensor, resulting in lower reliability in the measurement of certain loading parameters 13 . The measurement of EMG in human walking is an important method in clinical gait analysis. The EMG activity of individual muscles is dependent not only on walking speed, age and body size, but also on a number of technical factors included in EMG collection. The reliability of EMG depends on these abovementioned factors, but also on the measured muscle and study protocol. In our study, a reasonable repeatability of EMG was achieved in healthy subjects during level walking and walking up stairs. Murley et al. 29 reported moderate to excellent values for RMS parameters in the tibialis anterior and medial gastrocnemius muscles in healthy young adults during walking at two selfselected speeds. Our results appear to be quite similar to those of Murley et al. 29 , but no direct comparison can be made because of the different study protocol.
The repeatability of EMG measurements in knee OA patients was not acceptable. Non-repeatable EMG data would be expected if kinetic variables were not consistent in the knee OA group. Our results differ from the study results of Hubley-Kocey et al. 22 , who found good to excellent ICC 2,k values for PP scores and CCI values in EMG recordings in the lateral and medial gastrocnemius, vastus lateralis and medialis, rectus femoris, medial and lateral hamstrings during walking at a self-selected gait speed. However, both the measured EMG parameters and also the study population were different. Only men were included in our study, while and Hubley-Kocey et al. investigated both men and women. In addition, some of the clinical characteristics of the subjects (e.g. BMI and WOMAC pain level) differed between these studies. Thus, no direct comparison can be made between the results of these studies. The fluctuation in knee OA pain symptoms could partly explain the poor reliability of peak accelerations in our study, although the knee pain was mild in knee OA subjects during the first testing session. In this study, the knee OA group included KL grades from 2-4, which means that the knee OA subjects might have been quite variable in relation to the structural progression of the disease. This could partly explain the non-acceptable repeatability of EMG measurements and also the poor repeatability of the IPA and ATR max in knee OA patients. The severity of knee OA itself does not have a major effect on gait when keeping the gait speed constant 14 . Liikavainio et al. 14 reported that disease severity does not affect IPA and PP during walking at a constant gait speed. On the other hand, Astephen et al. 4 reported that gait and neuromuscular pattern differences did progress as a function of knee OA severity during walking at a self-selected speed. Rutherford et al. 28 reported that increasing level of knee OA severity have an effect on the specific amplitude and temporal knee joint muscle activation patterns in a systematic manner during walking at self-selected gait speed.
Repeatability indicates the consistency of measurements. The test-retest repeatability was calculated using two different statistical parameters, the ICC and CV. The repeatability is composed of the repeatability of the measurement procedure and the biological variation in the study groups. The selection of the statistical parameters is dependent on the study protocol and especially on the studied parameters. It has been suggested that ICC values have fair to excellent clinical acceptability if 0.40>ICC>0.75 41 .
The CV values must be below 15% if the repeatability of measurements is good 42 . Although most of the ICC values were good in this study, using only the ICC allows an overestimation of the repeatability. In this study, the lower repeatability according to the CV compared to the higher repeatability according to the ICC can be explained by the fact that these two values of the repeatability do not measure the same feature. ICC is viewed as a type of correlation and describes how strongly the units of measure in the same group resemble each other 39 . ICC reflects the relative reliability, which is the degree to which two or more sets of measures are maintained over repeated measurements 43 . The relative nature of the ICC indicates that the magnitude of an ICC is dependent on the between-subject variability, meaning that if subjects are slightly different from each other, ICC values will be small, even if trial-to-trial variability is low 40 . On the other hand, if subjects greatly differ from each other, ICC values can be high, even if trial-to-trial variability is high 40 . Thus, the ICC for the measurements is content specific 40 . There are at least six ways to calculate ICC. In this study, the ICC 2,k was chosen, because it is suitable for two-way random average measures. The CV describes the width of variability in relation to the mean of the population 39 . It reflects absolute reliability, which is the degree to which repeated measurements vary for individuals within a group 43 , i.e. the less they vary, the higher the repeatability. The CV value can guarantee that measurement trials of each subject are close to each other. However, the CV does not take into account the direction of differences, and the difference between measurements could thus be inconsistent. Most studies have used either the CV or ICC to determine repeatability. We chose both the CV and ICC to reduce overestimation of the repeatability.
Study limitations
There were some limitations in this study. The study group was small, including nine knee OA and nine healthy subjects, so one or more participants could impact on the statistics. However, 6 trials, each consisting of 3 gait cycles on the walkway and 3 trials with 5 cycles in each on the stairs, were compiled to form a representative profile of gait. To obtain reliable results, it is suggested to collect at least two or more trials in gait studies 44 . The control subjects were young and healthy with normal gait, but the knee OA patients were relatively old, and thus the results of the two groups do not equate with each other and should not be generalized to other populations.
The SMAs were used to evaluate knee joint loading. Unfortunately, the knee joint moments, ground reaction forces and gait kinematics, which would have provided a more comprehensive description of walking and joint loading, were not assessed. Our purpose was to develop a simpler method in gait analysis to use in daily clinical practice for diagnostics and rehabilitation. Some confounding factors, such as possible fluctuation in symptoms and the severity of disease, could have had effects on the measured acceleration and EMG parameters in the knee OA subjects. Unfortunately, we did not measure joint pain in the second test session, so it was not possible to evaluate the possible role of joint pain fluctuation.
In this study, constant gait speeds of 1.2 m/s and 0.5 m/s were chosen for level and stair walking, respectively, which are reasonable estimates of the normal gait speed of the study groups 21, 38 . Previous studies have demonstrated that walking speed has an influence on most of the biomechanical parameters of gait in healthy subjects, and also in patients with OA, and it is therefore important to control the gait speed 14, [45] [46] [47] . Zeni et al. 48 reported that a non-controlled, self-selected gait speed caused differences in gait parameters in knee OA, but a controlled gait speed did not. Zeni et al. 49 also reported that walking speed can affect muscle activation in knee OA subjects, but the differences in muscle activation patterns can be also seen when analysing the results with respect to speed. They suggested that differences in muscle activation patterns in OA subjects are related to intrinsic differences 49 . In our study, the gait parameter changes were compared individually, so the use of a constant speed did permit a reasonable comparison between the test and re-test measurements, and thereby eliminated the potential effects arising from different gait speeds. In addition, the selected gait speeds for level and stair walking were achievable and suitable for all knee OA and healthy subjects. We consider it is important to use a standardized gait speed to reduce differences in gait and EMG activation patterns that might be related to a self-selected gait speed. If standardized gait speeds are not used, it is difficult to undertake intra-and inter-individual comparisons and define the true changes in gait affected by knee OA 14 .
There is no consensus on the method for EMG normalization. Hubley-Kozey et al. 22 used maximal voluntary isometric activation to normalize EMG parameters. According to Burden et al. 50 , EMG normalization to the maximal voluntary isometric activations is the best approach. In our study, EMG normalization was not made to the maximum isometric contraction, because among knee OA patients, knee pain could have interfered with the strength measurement and thus the maximum EMG. EMG was normalized to the activation estimate of the maximum EMG signal obtained during walking up stairs at 0.5 m/s, which would take the reflex function into account. Our EMG normalization method is supported by Benoit et al. 51 , who reported that methods of normalizing EMG to the maximum isometric contraction or to the maximum EMG amplitude during gait were equivalent in patients with anterior cruciate ligament injuries.
Conclusions
A study protocol that used a standardized walking speed of 1.2 m/s demonstrated that axial IPA, RMS and ATR max acceleration parameters were reliable in young healthy subjects. Using the same protocol, only the RMS acceleration was reliable in knee OA patients. During stair walking the repeatability of acceleration parameters were broadly poor in both knee OA patients and healthy subjects. Using EMG amplitudes normalized to the activation estimate of the maximum EMG signal obtained during walking up stairs at 0.5 m/s, selected measures of mean muscle activation had acceptable repeatability in healthy subjects, but not for knee OA subjects. Future studies on repeatability could concentrate more carefully on planning the optimal study design that would enable generalisation of the findings from different study populations. This could help in developing a reliable and efficient method for diagnostics and rehabilitation in different pathological conditions during walking.
